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FOR RELEASE AFTER 10:30 A.H.
FRIDAY, JUNE 27, 1986

NEW YORK, June 27 •
Sharply denouncing the violence that has erupted between
extreme religious and secular groups in Israel, leaders of the maj or religious
bodies of American Jewry today called on Israelis and Jews everywhere to condemn
all fanaticism in the Jewish state, whether secular or religious, and to seek an
immediate end to "these mindless resorts to violence and hatred."
Speaking at a news conference at American Jewish Committee headquarters
here, top officials of the Orthodox, Conservative, Reform, and Reconstructionist
arms of American Judaism expressed their horror "that Jews could engage in acts
historically a ssociated with anti-Semites," and urged support for "major
effor ts to promote moderation, tolerance and mutual r espect."
"In such a heterogeneous and pluralistic society," the officials said in a
joint statement, "it is difficult to demand that everyone love his neighbor as
himself. But as Hillel so wisely formu lated it, the minimal guideline for
coexistence and survival is that 'what is hateful to you, do not do unto your
neighbor.'"
Making plain that their denunciations were aimed equally at all parties to
the violence, the statement continued: "We deplore provocative actions that have
violated religiou s sens ibilities regarding 'modesty in dress' in places of
worship and in traditionally Orthodox neighborhoods. But insensitivity on the
part of secularists to religious observances cannot be a justification for
religious zealots, or any other persons, taking the law into their own hands and
carrying out act s of intimidation and of destruction of public or private
property.
"Jewish ethics and democratic ideals do not sanction the resort t o extralegal violence as instruments for enfor cing public piety •••.
"By the same token. it is nothing shor t of bigotry and hooliganism to carry
out acts of reprisals agai nst synagogues or institutions of Torah study
Tearing up holy praye r books and sacred Bibl~s, desecrat ing tefillin and the
Arks of the Law, and defacing synagogue buildings with swastikas are unbearabl e
to Jews of conscience and memory throughout the world."

••• •. more
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"We urge all Jews," the group concluded, "to join in supporting Israeli
Prime Minister Shimon Peres and Deputy Prime Minister Yitzhak Shamir in their
appeals for a cessation of physical violence and the undertaking of major
efforts to promote moderation, tolerance and mutual respect.

The precious

democracy that Israe l has forged must not be allowed to become hostage to
irrationality and uncontrolled passions ••••
"At this critical hour in Israel and in the Diaspora it is urgent that the
entire Jewish people return to the sacred principles of mutual love and respect,
the keystone of .Jewish survival."
Theodore Ellenoff, American .Jewish Committee president, chaired the
conference.

He said that the conference

"dramatized the consensus that exists

among the vast majority of American .Jews who oppose vigorously the violation of
Jewish law and ethnics by those who resort to violence, whatever their religious
and ideological motivation. The American Jewish Committee is intensifying its
activities in Israel during the coming months to help contain such extremist
actions and to promote increased respect among all religious and ethnic groups
in Israel. "
Participants in the conference were: Rabbi Daniel Syme, Vice-President,
Union of American Hebrew Congregations, representing UAHC President Alexander
Schindler; Rabbi Yaakov G. Rosenberg, Vice Chancellor, Jewish Theological
Seminary of America, representing Chancellor Gerson Cohen; Rabbi Herschel
Schacter, Director of Rabbinic Services, Yeshiva University, representing Dr.
Norman Lamm, Y.U. President; Rabbi Benjamin Kreitman, Executive Vice-President,
United Synagogue of America; Rabbi Walter S. Wurzburger, Chairman, Interreligious Affairs Commission, Synagogue Council of America; Rabbi Henry D.
Michelman, Executive Vice-President, Synagogue Council of America; Rabbi Gilbert
Klaperman, First Vice-President, Synagogue Council of America; Rabbi Haskel
lookstein, President, New York Board of Rabbis; David M. Gordis, Executive
Vice-President, American Jewish Committee, and Marc H, Tanenbaum, Director,
International Relations Department, American Jewish Convnittee.
In a related development, Rabbi Milton H. Polin, President of the Rabbinical Council of America, said: "We are in basic agreen:ient with this joint
statement.

However, we have already issued our own statement together with

several other Orthodox groups (Agudath Israel of America, National Council of
Young Israel, and Union of Ort·hodox Jewish Congregations of America), which
enabled us to say things to our brethren in Israel that could not appropriately
be said in a joint statement."
The conference was convened by AJC's International Relations Department,
which carries out a program of improving intergroup relations and human right~
in Israel and other parts M the world.
The complete text of the statement is attached.
AJRZ, FD, BTS
86-960-134
8851-(PEI-2) 6/26/86
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FOR RELEASE
JULY 11 , 1986

LEADERS OF AMERICAN JUDAISM CONDEMN EXTREMISM -IN ISRAEL
C· O MME NT ARY
RABBI MARC H. TANENBAUM* OF THE AMERICAN JEWISH COMMITTEE
.·..

Major personalities in U.S. Orthodox Judaism joined last week in a
dramatic demonstration of solidarity with American Conservatjve, Reform,
and Reconstructionist leaders by condemning all extremist elements in
Israel -- religious and secular -- for their recent resort to physical
violence.
In a press conference which this writer convened at the American Jewish
Committee on Friday morning, June 27, leaders of Yeshiva University ·and
the Rabbinical Council of America, the Jew_ish Theological Seminary and
the Rabbinical Assem~ly~ Hebrew Union C9~lege-Jewish Institute of Religion,
the Union of American Hebrew. Congregations, and the Central Conference
of American Rabbis, and the Reconstructionist Rabbinical Seminary all
bespoke the need to affirm

tha~

Jews must love and respect one

~nother,

whatever their differences.
Significantly, Orthodox Rabbi Walter Wurzburger of the Synagogue Council
of America, stated that all major Orthodox groups in the United States
and Israel repudiate the acts of violence carried out by fringe religious
groups in Israel.

And all the· Jewish leaders agreed that the painting of

.

.

swastikas on synagogues and the defacing of prayer books and Bibles were
~acrilegious acts whith are unforgiveable.
As important as the staements was the powerful fact that all these major
Jewish religious ·personalities did not hesitate for a moment to join
together in issuing this appeal for moderation and tolerance.

Hopefully,

that symbol of religious pluralism wil I not be lost on all Israelis,
religious and secular alike.

*Rabbi Tanenbaum is director of the international relations department
of the American Jewish Committee
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CONFIDENTIAL

June 27, 1986

to

from
subject

Persons Listed Below
George E. Gruen

$/~

Proposed Conference

on

Fundamentalism and Fanaticism in Israel

I final l y made contact with Avrdnam Burg at 6: 15 a.m. yesterday. He
sa"· our draft proposal and I am summarizing his eo.iunent5:
~

--~ ~m at

- There should be 50 to 60 participants altogether, half from
and half from the Diaspora. In addition to plenary sessions, we
~ Ld divide the group into two or three simultaneous workshops to give
, zryone a chance to participate in the discussion.
~l

2. Co-Sponsorship and Financial Responsibility - The Prime Minister
wishes to participate personally in the conference. That is why Burg
repeated the suggestion that the conference 90 over Shabbat , when the
Prime Minister has leisure time. When I raised our concern that a

~~~~~~~-~e~~1~~.. !~~1~.. ~! ~.~~ t~~~~E~~~~~ ~~~!~!i~~~!t !~!t~...:~...~~~!Y.1.~!!~
session on Saturday night, September 6th. He •111 check with Peres
about his availability on other days. (An obvious problem is that the
Cabinet usually meets Sunday morning.)
With regard to financial matters, he has not yet checked into how
much money the Prime Minister's office can make available. His own
1eeling was that i t was best not to raise the money out of the Minis•
try's regular bodget , but he will try to find one or two sponsors in
Israel similar to Stephen and Liliane Shalom to pick up the Is~aelis'
share of the e~pense s . He suggested we do likewise. Among the expenses
that he said they •ould have to consider *ere:_ 1) Acconwnodat1ons for
the participants, 2) facilities for recording and trans~~ihlng thr.
proceedings, and 3) an edited summary and possibly a book that would
come out of the conference .
He did not explicitly mention travel
expenses for overseas participants and possibly honoraria for major
papers.
Listening t.o\ him, my susp1c1ons were confinned that ~urg was \
getting cold feet about his ability to flndnce the conference entirely
from Israeli sources. bu t I was ca r eful to limit our offer of help to
admin i strative and organizational matters, without maki ng any financial
conwnitment.

'cc

3

-ZHe then said that since *e have had much more experience in
oroan1it1no co11ference,, he wo·u1n llieP. u:o> t .n iirP.('l"rP. rln P.~t. tmat~d
~nrl FAX It tn t.hP ~Prvsal~ office •nd tr~naM1t lt to him.

budget

He sdid that ideally he would like all the mdjor Jewish organ12ations, such as the V-orld jewish Congress and the American Jewish
C0tnmittee, to be co-sponsors, but he knows that would be difficult.
I C.lid to hi111 ~h4- ~t\!~ would r\Ot be. tt\~ ~.1.111.J vr :>C& lvu::i JJ.~\;V~~.lv11

we had in mind, but would become like the meetings of the Presidents'
Conference, since we would have to overload the participants with
organizational representatives. I said that we wanted to be the major
Diaspora co-sponsor and we would be willing to have invitations extended
to key persons of stature from some other organizations. as we in fa ct
did in our two conferences of the task force that met in Jerusalem ln
the m1d-70's. I noted that we had already placed Horris Abram and Theo
Klein on our suggested llst of participants. Other individuals such as
Edgar Bronfman might certainly also be invited.

3. Nature of

th~ Participdnts • For reasons that are 1ne~plicable to me,
and contrary to the explicit instructions we had sent to Israel, Burg
received our first list with Israeli names on 1t and had not yet seen
our revised purely Diaspora list. His reaction to $ome of tne Israeli
names was that if we want a real discussion and have persons knowledgeable on fundamentalism, we didn't need someone like Avraham Harman.
Moreover, Zevulun Hammer could not be the only Cabinet member participating.

I said we agreed •1th him fully on concentrating on persons of
intellectual stature and that we had purposely intended to provide him
with a list only of Diaspora names in order to give him first crack at
compiling a list of Israeli participants. I then read him our revised
list of Diaspora participants. He agreed with nearly all the names,
except for some which •ere not familiar to him. He also suggested four
additional names, which I have included on the attached copy.
~. Agenda - Burg suggested focusing more explicitly on the sources of
extremism and fanaticism. One missing ingredient in our proposal was a
discussion of the role of media reporting in stimulating extremism. He
felt that we should ha~e a session dealing with the roots of fundamentalism, including traditional Messianism and how it was interpreted today
.Jnd its ef feet Ol'I current Messianic l'IOvements. 1 intmtlunt:d lu him [hud
Sprlnzak's study on Cush Emunim, which deals specifically with these
issues. He said he had not yet seen it. [I gave Marc a copy to bring
to him when he sees Burg next week.]

He also wanted us to examine the relationship of what he called
fundamental issues and fundamentalist reactions. For example, he felt
that the Shoah was such a fundamental issue for Jews. as was the fear of
the atomic bomb for non-Jews. He dyreed with me that there were other
factors, such as the Six Day wa·r among Jews, d1sillusiorsnent with the
promises of modernity and materialism and the lack of clear values and

~

..

.
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standards that had stimulat.e d .fundamen.talism among Muslims and some
Western Cnr1s~1ans . We both agreed t.hat this conference should be seen
as the beginning of a process of serious discussion and analysis and
search for solutions rather than a one-shot affair.

5. Timing - I also stressed to him the need for nailing
nf thf> conffl!'rP.ncP very qt•ickl)I

bf.'C'att5'?

doWl the details
the !(ind of important persons we

~!sh to invite need to be given time to keep the dates open on their
calendars.

He promised to give us an outline in •rit1ng of the •ay he would
structure the conference as •ell as ans•ers to the questions noted above

as quickly

4$

possible.

GEG:tp

Enclosure

P.S. I've al~eady asked Bett Cold and he has informally agreed to give
us his thinkinq on a realistic budget for this type of conference. Marc
Tanenbaum •111 be seeing Burg on :lily 3rd or 4th. If we have additional
specifies to communicate to Burg by then, l ~ill FAX thl!n to Marc via
the Israel office in Jeru~alem.

Shula Bahat
Theodore Ellenoff

Nives Fox

Bert Cold
David Gordis
Miles Jaffe

Leo Nev~s
M. Bernard Resnikoff/Ya'akov Pn1n1
Shimon Samuels

· / Marc Tanenballn

Mort Yarman

86-580

8841-(IRD-8)

{J
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THE AMERICAN JEWISH COMMITTEE
I

date

July 1, 1986

from

George Gruen

.··
•

•ubJect1.Press Coverage of Anti-Violence Statement
2. Burg meeting
1. I am enclosing the JTA and Daily News
stories on our press conference opposing violence. Mort says AP also filed a dispatch but we
have not yet ~een any clippings. Ari Golchnan
of the Times ~Tote a story, according to ~1ort,
but they didn't run it for shortage of space in
the small Saturday paper! Joe Berger of the Times
called M.:lnday about the Pollard affair and I
queried him about the press conference. The version
he gave me was that Ari was working on a major
story in which the press conference would get
some mention.

As you will see,"I imnediately on Friday

asked for the Israel office to do the maximum
to get publicity within Israel. Mort reinforces
this request and asks you to use your best
efforts to dramatize the story and get additional
coverage. *Attached memo of 6/27/86
2.Will be sending you additional material
re Burg tomorrow. (Enclosed is corrected memo of
my conversation with him
ert Gold's estimate
of costs is
,
-$60,000 epending in part on
calibre and
rity status of some invitees. He
and I also question thefeasibility of bringing this
oEi O\.loo

y ui..•

li•41lo

111a~ ~imo.

Let41o•

.of vi tat ion froo Pere person.ally crucial t~ cit tract
s ort notice. Past task force
conferences with major papers usually required
six months to seven months lead time. Important
also that you refine the objectives of the conference, the agenda items and the type of participants.

Best regards.

DJ':if!.!!~'!§.!f:!~!f_f'!.
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Sharply denouncing

the viohRCe tllat has erupted between extreme religious
and sec•lar 17oups in Israel, leaders of the~ maj« religious ladies of American Jewr( cal led on f•aelrs and
Jews eVlrywhere to condemn al ranaticism Jn lhe~ish
State, \llhether secular or rellgiCMas, and to seek an immedjate end to •tftese mlndles.s resorts to violence ard
hatred. I
Speatl~ at a news conference lad Friday at American Jewish Committee headquarters here, top officials
of the Crthodox, Conserwtive, Reform, and Reconstructionist ams of American Judaism expressed their horror
"thot Jews could engage in acts historicoUX associated
with anf-Semites, 11 and urged support for ~ior
efforts t• promote moderation, tolerance and mutual
respect. 11
"In sech a heterogeneous and pJurolistic society,••
the offiaals said in o ioint statement, "it is difficult '
to denold that everyone love his neighbor as himself.
But as Hlltl so wisely fortN.1lated it, the minirraJ guide·
line for :oexistence and survival is that \vhat is hate-

ful to ya1, do not do unto your ne;ghbor'."
No Justflc:otion For Violence
Maki19 plain that their denunciations were aimed
equally d oJI parties to the violence, the statement
•Cont.inu~: ·· 'We deplore provocative actions that have
.. violated -eUgous sensibiJities regarding 'modesty in
dress' in places of worship and in troditiooo II)' Orthodo>c
• neighboii llOOds. But insensitivity on the part of secular-

.i sts to religious observances cannot be a iustificatton few religious z.eo lob, or any other p«sons,
taking the faw into their own hands and carrying
out acts of intimidation and of destruction of pubUc
0t priwte proPf!trty.
.
0
Jewlih ethics and democrotrc Ideals do not
sanc:tlon the resort to exttalegal vtolence as hutru•
ments for enforcing pubUc piety • • • • By the same
tc*en, it Ts nothing short of bigotry and hoo!iganism to carry out octs of reprisals against ,synagogues
0t institutions of Torah study •••• Tearing up holy
payer books and sacred Bibles, desecroting tefillin
and the Arks of the law, and defacing syna91>9ue
buildings with IWOstikas are unbearobte to Jews
of conscience and mer:!"] throughout the world. 11
1
We urge all Jews,' the group ·ecnc:luded,
"to ioin in supporting Israeli PrT me Minister Shimon
Peres and Deputy Prime Minister Yitzhok Shamir
in their appeals for a ces.sation of physioal violence
and the undertaking of noior efforts to promote mod
eration, tolerance and nMJtUCll respect. The p-ecious
demoaocy that lsroet has forged m.1st not be allowed to become hostage to irrationality and uncontrolled passions ••••
"At this crWcal hour in Israel and in the diaspora it is urgent ti.at the entire Jewish people return
to the sacred principles of m.1tual love and respect1
the key'lone of Jewish surviva I."

:d/~ 'S'/8 ~
OAJ\.Y

N£W9

'~: · Je._ condemn v;;;!ence
~ .'
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A ·collill"'l>n· of J"!sh rell~ous lftd."' ·:;
en >·nwrcta1 coudenmed

viote~

be- · ·

tweea religious and S«¥lar Jews lD
brui. which beaan with protests
qa1Dst bua stop ada featurtng teantil)'
clad womea. and warned it could stir
aatl-Semitic feeunaa a&ainst Jews
around the world.
At a newa conferen~ at the American Jtl'Wiah Committee, the coalition of
Orthodox, Col15el'Vattve. Reform and

Rec-onstn.ac:tionlst rabbi& said the vlo-

le12~ inch:d.ing t?:e bumi:: ~ o: !everal
synaeoguei. could inaeaH tension aod

~el. u~m

.

ouu&4e ot Israel.
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HE AMERICAN JEWISH CO~MITTEE
date

to

from
subject

.,

July 2, 1986

EXTREMELY URGENT
M. Bernard Resnikoff, Ya 'akov Pninl
or whoever first sees th i s message
George E. Gruen

Attached memorandum to &re, TanenbaYilil
and Estimated Budget for Conference

PLEASE MAKE SURE THAT THESE MATERIALS ARE IMMEDIATELY
BROUGHT TO

~.tH~~5NBA~I

BEFORE HIS SCHEDULED MEETING WITH

N JERUSALEM IN TI ME FOR HIM TO READ
AVR~~

BURG.

Please make an ext ra copy of the budget estimate for Rabbi Tanenbaum
to leave w I thQ!T; Burg.

'.J

Also please give the other materials FAXED yesterday to Rabbi
y~t done so.

Tanenbaum If you have not

I AM FAXING THIS DOCUMENTATION TWICE IN CASE ANY LINES DO NOT COME
OUT CLEARLY.
Many thanks and happy Yorn Ha'atzmaut (USA style }
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THE AMERICAN JEWISH COMMITTEE

I

date Ju 1y 2 • 1986
to Hare Tanenbaum

C0 NF I 0 E NT I AL

from George Gruen

subject Conference on Fundamentalism and Fanaticism in Israel
I spoke to David Gordis late yesterday afternoon and he asked me
to relay the following comments regarding your meeting with Avram Burg.
Financing. David's estimate of total cost is in the range of $60,000
to $70,000 . (Bert Gold's was $55,000-60,000.) David wants to hold Burg to
the original promise, as indicated by Peres and Burg to Ellenoff and Gord is,
that the Prime Minister would take care of the costs of the conference. At
most you should volunteer our picking up some of the incidental expenses,
e.g. handling some of the administrative arrangements and presumably the
costs of AJC lay leadership participants. If, es I suspect, Burg will ask
us to share the expenses on a 50:50 busis or on the basis that they will
cover all costs in Israel and we would cover travel for overseas participants,
you should . not make any commitment,but indicate that you would have to discuss
this f urther within AJC when you get back to New York.
Sponsorship . We want to be~ Diaspora sponsor, and wll I of course
be ready to Invite prominent individuals of stature who belong to ·other
organizations. ( I suggested to David that it would be hard to demand exclusive
sponsorship and full partnership with the Prime Minister's office without offer·
lng to carry part of the financial burden. Thi_s might open the door for Burg
to say I can get Bronfman to pay and have the World Jewish Congress to sponsor.
David said that you wou~d know how to handle this, but reiterated that you not
make a major financial commitment froin us at this stage. It may end up that
we will have to make a significant contribut ion, but let's first find out what
Is the maximum they are prepared to do.)

~

Participants. David bel i~ves that we should have some major public
personalities, who are thoughtful and can get major media attention and bring
dramat ic focus to the issues of the dangers of fanaticism and fundamental ism
and the importance of clvlllty, democratic process etc . Saul Bellow, Henry
Kissinger, Simone Vail, Isaiah Serl in, were In that category. Bert Gold also
suggested someone like Barbara Walters if we dea1 1~ith media role. I wou l d
Include Norman Lear. There ls also a need .for scholars who can portray issues
In a lively manner, e.g. Bernard Lewis, and others on the preliminary list.
6ert Gold suggested that we have a few scholarly speeches, but agreed with David
that we also need bigger names, creative persons, including intellectuals of
left and ri9ht, e.g. Podhoretz and Leonard Fein, some Jewi sh political figures,
e.g. Frank Lautenber9, Rudy Boshowitz, and a half dozen wor1d Jewish leaders.
Agenda. As indicated previously, this has to be much more shsrply focussed
and we need a clearer idea of what we wi sh to accomplish. David hoped that we

could come out with some sort of declaration that all participants could sign
and which would receive additional media coverage. Grappling with Issues might
best be done Jn the workshops, which would not be open to the media. This conf-

·''
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erence will not be able real l;tically to solve the issues, but it can make
an Important contribution to identifying the problems and mak i ng recommendations
for additional follow-up work that is needed. It ls not so much simply scholarly analysis that we are looking for, but ways of improving co~~unication,
of getting groups with different approaches and Interests to talk to one another
instead of acting violently. Methods of defusing crisis and avoiding polarization,
promoting tolerance and mutual respect, these are the kinds of issues I be\ieve
we shou\d be talking about. What Is neededto make government bureaucrats more
sensitive to the needs of the public and Knesset members responsive to their
constituents 1 how to get religious leaders to inc]ulcate restraint and moderation among their followers, how can one mobilize the silent majO(ity to oppose
the excesses of fanatics , without generating additional violent counteraction __
are some of the questions•

Timing and Orfanization. Let me reiterate my serious concern that it wil I
be exceedingly dlf icult if not Impossible to pull this off successfully in so
short a time--such conferences usually take a~ least six months' planning-unless we Immediately get agreement on a priority list of invitees (with
a second list if some on the first list are unavailable) and agreement of
Prime Minister Shimon Peres to have the invitations go personally in his name,
ideally they should be signed by him, to the proposed participants. (We can work
out the mechanics when you return next week as well as whether Ted Ellenoff
should co-slgn letters or whether Peres' letter should simply mention that this
conference is being cosponsored by him (and the Prime Minister's Office) and
the American Jewish Committee. Because of the inefficiency of the mails and
the pressures on the Prime Minlster's office, we can offer to be helpful in
handling the invitational arran9ements for Diaspora participants and the fol low
up as soon as we have the Prime Minister 1 s ok.
Follow-Up. Early next week upon your return to New York, Oavid wants to
get together with you and me and Shula, possibly Mort and one or two other
key persons so we can decide on where we go from here.

P.S. While this conference will be sponsored by the Prime Minlster•s
Office we want to be very careful, especially assuming the rotation takes place
as scheduled, that we do not seem to be favoring Laboir over Llkud. Consequently,
the list of Israeli participants should Include SnQmlr and key Likud intellectuals
and prominent persoanlitles. I presume Burg is sen~itive to this but it shou1d
be made clear.

The enclosed budget is very tentative but should be u5eful to provide
Burg with some ballpark figures.

cc: David Gordis

CONFERENCE IN ISRAEL ON FANATl'C'ISM AND FUNO'AMENTALISM--

THREATS 10

PEACE AND PLURALISM

September l 986
Estimated Budget

Diaspora Participants:20 key - persons at Sl ,800-2,000 each
5 additional participants

$36,000-40,000

9,000-10,000

Variables: Internationally famous persons may require first class
travel and superior accomodations. On the other hand some
organizational leaders may be prepared to pay their own way . The above
estimates also budget about $150 a day for food, lodging, travel within
Israel for three to four days. If Israel Government can reduce those
costs, the total will be reduced accordingly.

~\

Scholarly papers or major presentations:

4 at

$1 ,500 each

Miscellaneous Administrative costs

6,000
5,000-

6,000

Transportation and Housing for Israel I participants
4,000-6,000
(Avram Burg is in a far better position than we to estimate this)
Facilities for transcription and preparing for publication

6,000-7,000

This does not include budget for actual printing.

25 Diaspora+ 25 Israeli invitees

Total *

$66,000 - 75,000.

:':We may wish to have the proceedings videotaped, for using excerpts for
educational iV, for producing a documentary, for media and schools.
I have not included an estimate for this. Nor have I Included any fi9ure
for simultaneous translation, if it is necessary to provide Hebrew/English
as a minimum,and possibly occasional Fr~nch and Spanish into Hebrew/English.
Al!:iu nul 1111,;luJc::J iu Ll 1c ~l:i.::.v ~ e!timet~ 12 tlitc aoct of providing for
media coverage. Do reporters have to be housed or only fed? Will they
convnute or is it better to have them attend the whole conference. If so, can
one exclude them from the workshops and off-the-record discussion?

We may also wish to create a category of observer or observer-participant. For
example, AJC offlcers a~d others who would attend, and possibly ask questions,
but who would not be in the full participant category and would be expected to
~ay al I or part of their own expenses.
ti.t.. Gruen
July 2, 1986
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CONFIDENTIAL
date
to

from

June 18, 1986
Persons listed below
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George E. Gruen
/

subject

P~oposed

Conference in Jerusalem, Sept. 1986

The following is a very rough outline of a proposed conference on
FANATICISM AND FUNDAMENTALISM -- THE ANTITHESIS OF PEACE AND PLURALISM.
This conference idea emerges out of a growing concern in Israel and
among .American Jewry, particularly AJC, to try to prevent a kulturkampf
from splintering Israeli society and increasing stress between ·Israel
and American Jewry, with possible devastating consequences for both.
- The groundwork for this conference has been laid by a series of studies
published by AJC's International Relations Department on "Kach and Meir
l<ahane," and on "Gush Emunim," as well as recent symposia sponsored in
Israel on religious pluralism.
The present conference idea first emerged out of conversations in New
'York including David Gordis, Ted Ellenoff, Leo Nevas, and Marc
Tanenbaum. Earlier this month, Gordis and Ellenoff discussed this
proposal with Prime Minister Shimon Peres and Avram Burg, the Prime
Minister's Adviser on Diaspora Affairs, who gave their encouragement to
the idea and offered the co-sponsorship of the Prime Minister's office.
They suggested it be held in September 1986.
The present draft formulation is the result of a detailed discussion
that Gordis and Ellenoff had on their return to the U.S. with Shula
Bahat, Marc Tanenbaum and myself.
We now plan to submit this tentative draft to Avram Burg for his
reaction. In the meantime, we would be grateful for your comments and
additional or alternate names of possible participants as soon as
possible.
Shula Bahat
Theodore. Ellenoff
Bert Gold
David Gordis
Miles Jaffe
Irving Levine
Leo Nevas
M. Bernard Resnikoff

Yehuda Rosenman
James Rudin
Shimon Samuels
David Singer
Marc Tanenbaum
William Trosten
Mort Yarmon

. . ..
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FANATICISM AND FUNDAMENTALISM

THE ANTITHESIS Of PEACE AND PLURALISM .
Conference:

Jerusalem, Sunday eve. Sept. 7 through Tuesday
Sept. 9, 1986

Co-sponsors:

Off ice of the Prime Minister and the American Jewish
Co111T1ittee

Participants:· Some 30 to 50 specially invited guests, half from Israel,
the other half mainly from the U.S. but also other.
overseas Jewish communities.
Some prominent personalities in the arts and the media and not only scholars and
social scientists 'should be involved. We might include
notable persons who have escaped · from . ·repressive
·societies, which had stifled their free expression, e.g.
Natan Shcharansky, . Milos Forman, Milan Kundera.
format:

Four major sessions, with possible smaller workshops, and
one or two festive meal/ceremonial affairs with officials.

· Substantive areas for discussion:

I.

Patterns of FundanentaliSll and Fanaticisa (Extremism) on the World
Scene.
Major address by someone like Prof. Robert J. Lifton.
Corrments by an Israeli and a non-Israeli respondent.

II.

Israel Today: A Survey of Intergroup Tensions and Conflicts.
Factors leading to frustration, polarization and intolerance.
(Identification of issues and groups.) Religious, social, economic,
psychological and institutional (bureaucra~ic, political structure,
electoral process) factors.

III. Maintaining t.he Jewis'h Character and the Democratic Nature of
Israeli Society.
·
Examination of the sources in Jewish tradition that support tolerance and pluralism. The principles of Ahavat Yisrael, Col Yisrael
Arevim. Ze la-Ze, and Eylu ve-Eylu Divrey Eloklm Haylm (mutual love,
sense of responsibility and respect for div~rsity of viewpoints)
and how they can be fostered within Israeli and Diaspora Jewish
society.
IV.

How to Overcome Religious and Secular Extremism.
Mobilizing the silent majority in behalf of tolerance. Applying
the experience of intergroup relations and mediation and conciliation on the domestic and international arena to defusing tensions
and resolving conflicts.

:·Recomme.ndatlons fof' ·further investiqatfon" and . action (individual,
non-governmental, governmental), a follow-up consultation in 18 .months
or 2 years, other methods of maintaining continuity of involvement of
key participants.

..

,.,..

.
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Organizational questions still to be decided:
1.

Agreement on the topics of the sessions, the format, as well as on
the list of participants.

2.

Location with adequate facilities e.g. for simultaneous Hebrew/English translation.

3.

Nature of participants and their number. Should this be regarded
as an intra-Jewish discussion or should non-Jews be included?

4.

Will all or only some sessions be open to media and invited
public?

5.

Precise dates and length of the conference.

Among the names of suggested participants (in no particular order of
pr liar! ty and certainly not meant to be a complete list) the following
have been m'e ntioned:
·

86-580

..

.

..

Isaac Lewin
Morris Abram

Bernard Lewis

Bella Abzug

Robert J. Lifton

Robert Alter

Sol Linowitz

Marc Angel

Haskel Lookstein

Edward Asner

Hartin Peretz

Letty Cottin-Pogrebin

Haim Potok

Alan Dershowitz

Ismar Schorsch

Stuart E. Eizenstat

Stephen Shalom

Leonard Fein
William Frankel

Liliane Shalom
(London)

Tom Friedman

Moshe Sherer
Charles E. Silberman

Nathan Glazer
Alfred Gottschalk
Yitzhak Greenberg
Blu Greenberg

Ady Steg

(Paris)

Helen Suzman

(South Africa)

Samuel Toledano

(Madrid)

Michael Waltzer

Ben Halpern

Elie Wiesel

Rita Hauser

Leon Wieseltler

Louis Henkin

Ruth Wisse

Immanuel Jakobovits

(England)

Israel Klabin

(Brazil)

Theo Klein

(Paris)

Herman Wouk
Tullia Zevi

Arthur Krim
Yehuda Krinsky
Norman Lamm
Primo Levi

(Italy) ·

Emanuel Levinas

(Paris)
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Mortimer Zuckerman

(Rome)
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STATEMENT OPPOSING RESORT TO VIOLENCE

As representatives of major religious bodies 'of American Jewry, we join
"together in expressing our grave concern, outrage and sadness over the resort
to violence on the part of militant elements in both the religious and secular
sectors of Israeli society.
We are cognizant of the deep differences regarding Jewish law, tradition
and belief that divide Jews today both in Israel and in the Diaspora. These in
turn result in differences in practice and lifestyle, some of which one group or
another may find unacceptable.
In such a heterogenous and pluralistic society it is difficult to demand
that everyone love his neighbor as himself. But as Hillel so wisely formulated
it, the minimal guideline for coexistence and survival ls that "what is hateful
to you, do not do unto your neighbor."
In practical terms this means giving due consideration to the feelings of .
others and exercising self-restraint.
We therefore deplore provocative a.ctions that have violated Jewish
religious sensibilities regarding "modesty in dress" in places of M>rship and in
traditionally Orthodox neighborhoods. But insensitivity on the part of secularists to religious observance cannot be a justification for religious zealots,
or any other persons, taking the law into their own hands and carrying . out acts
of intimidation and of destruction of public or private property. Jewish ethics
and democratic ideals do .not sanction the resort to extra-legal violence as
instruments for enforcing public piety. Moreover, such measures only exacerbate
tensions and arouse · enmity for Jewish tradition among the non-observant.
Teaching, preaching and personal examples of pious practice are the only
legitimate and ultimately the only effective means of persuasion; violence and
coercion are ·not.
By the same token, it is nothing short of bigotry and hooliganism to carry
out acts of reprisals against synagogues or institutions of Torah study. Over
and above our repudiation of the1r acts of physical violence, we are especially
horrified that Jews could engage in acts historically associated with antiSemites. Tearing up holy prayer books and sacred Bibles, desecrating tefillin
and the Arks of the Law, and def acing synagogue buildings with swastikas are
unbearable to Jews of conscience and memory throughout the inhabited world.
We call upon all elements of Israeli society and of world Jewry to repudiate these mindless resorts to violence and hatred, as well as the religious
and secular fanaticism which have incited them. We urge all Jews to join in
supporting Israeli Prime Minister Shimon Peres and Deputy P~ime Minister ·and
Foreign Minister Yitzhak Shamir in their appeals for a cessation of physical
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violence and the undertaking of major efforts to promote mod~ration, tolerance
and mutual respect. The precious democracy that Israel has forged must not be
allowed to become hostage to irrationality and uncontrolled passions.
The Jewish people have survived over 4,000 years and across some thirty
civilizations because at crucial moments of Jewish history the core values of
Ahavat Yisrael ("love of one Jew for another") and sense of mutual responsibility have dominated Jewish consciousness. At this critical hour in Israel and
in the Diaspora it ·ls urgent that the entire Jewish people return to these
sacred principles of mutual love and respect, the keystone of Jewish survival.
SIGNATORIES
Rabbi Mordechal Leibllng,

Ex~cutive

Congregadons and Havurot
Rabbi Richard Hirsh, Executive

Director, Federation of Reconstructlonist

Director,

Reconstructlonist Rabbinical

Association ·
Rabbi .Ira Schiffer, President, Reconstructionist Rabbinical Association
Dr. Arthur Green, President, Reconstructionist Rabbinical College
Dr. Alfred Gottschalk, President, Hebrew Union College-Jewish Institute of ·
Religion
Rabbi Herbert M. Baumgard, President, Synagogue Council of America
Dr. Gerson Cohen, Chancellor, The Jewish Theological Seminary
Rabbi Walter S. Wurzburger, Chairman, lnterreligious Affairs Commission,
Synagogue Council of America
Rabbi Benjamin Kreitman, Executive Vice-President, United Synagogue of America
Dr. Norman Lamm, President, Yeshiva University
Rabbi Haskel Lookstein, President, New York Board of Rabbis
Rabbi Alexander Schindler, President, Union of American Hebrew Congregations
Rabbi Kassel Abelson, President, Rabbinical Assembly
Rabbi Wolfe Kelman, Executive Vice-President, Rabbinical Assembly
Rabbi Henry D. Michel~an, Executive Vice-President, Synagogue Council of America
Rabbi Gilbert Klaperman, First Vice-President, Synagogue Council of America
For the American Jewish Committee:

Theodore Ellenoff, President; Dr. Dav.i d M.

Gordis, Executive Vice-President; Rabbi Marc H. Tanenbaum., Director, International Relations Department; Dr. George E. Gruen, Director, Israel & Middle
East Affairs Division
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!ifil:l PHASE IN ISRAEL'S RELIGIOUS

~

(Press Summary - June 12, 1986)
The long-simmering feud between Israel's Orthodox and sec~lar
Jews erupted on June 11 when a Tel Aviv synagogue was set afire in
retaliation for the · burning of bus shelters by u1tra-Orthodox Jews
who consider the shelters' advertisements . to be obscene.
A note
affixed to the door of the synagogue, signed by the "People
Against the Ultra-Religious" read in Hebrew,
"We will burh a ·
synagogue for every bus· shelter set ablaze."
· over the past half year,
well over 50 modern · bus stop
shelters displaying large illuminated advertising· posters have
been vandalized by ultra-Orthodox zealots (called "haredim," lit.,
"pious ones") in Jerusalem and in Bnei Brak, the largely haredi
subµrb of Tel Aviv.
Over 30 ~ere torched or . otherwise totally
distroyed: the . rest were defaced with black spray paint.
Most of
them, but not all, showed scantily-clad female models in bathing
suits.
The haredim claimed that they were deeply offended by this
display of "immoral nudity" in . public.
The individual cases of such attacks have now turned in.to ' an
organized campaign which _has spread from the hared! neighborhood
of Mea Shearim in Jerusalem to clearly secular neighborhoods in
Jerusalem,
Tel Aviv and Petah Tikva.
Evidence of the new
organized phase of the campaign ca.me last week when the rabbi of
the Kiryat Shalom Quarter of Tel Av~v was appr~h~nded by the
police as he was ' spray-painting a
bus shelter.
Rabbi Eliezer
- Shae~. · who
is the spiritual mentor of both the "Lithuanian
y:-eshiva" wing of ... the hared! Agudat Israel party and of the new
Sephardi haredi party, Shas (Sephardi Torah Guardians), also came
out in favor of such actions .
One of the two Agudat Israel
Knesset members ,
Menachem Porush, declared that he personally
would also take part in the defacing of the offending posters.
It
was reported that he was persu~ded not to do so by the police.
The competing hared! dailies and weeklies outdid each other in
urging the campaign to proceed.
on the evening of June 7 ,
haredim in Bnai Brak hung posters
which read: "Our brothers in Jerusalem are fighting a holy war.
Will we .sit back quietly here in Bnei Brak. where one of the
advertising firms responsible for the abomination is located?
Every G-d-fe.aring Jew must come ou·t to protest against the Abboud!
advert'ising firm which is desecrating the Holy Name."
On the following day, thousands of Bnai Brak haredim joined ·
in a public rally and marched on the premises of the allegedly
offending company.
On the way, · they attacked passing motorists at

-· ....
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random.
and called a
number of secular female
passers-by
"prostitutes" and "shikses. " ·
According to news reports.
the
police did not enter Bnei Brak during the whole course of the
rioting .
The level of frenzy to which the campaign has reached is
evidenced bY the fact
that the Abboud! company was attacked
although. in fact,
it was not resp9nsible for the offending
posters and that the posters now being destroyed and defaced
inc.lude innocuous .ones for El Al and mayonnaise, among others,
in
which no women appear.
Nadav. Shragai,
one of Is rael's
few media experts on the
haredi community and its internal work~ngs, writes in Ha'aretz on
June 6 that - the campaign began nearly a year ago when a
splinter
group of' Na tore! Kart a
("Defenders of the City")
zealots in
Jerusalem, headed by a Rabbi Katznelboigen,
began attacking the
"arrogant posters·. "
His example was follow.ed by the main body of
Natorei Karta headed by Rabbi Uri Blau. and tnen by the larger Eda
Heharedit ("Pious Community"), and f'~nally by the even .l,arger
Agudat Israel party.
Shragai writes:
"Katznelboigen has
several scores
of
adherents; Blau, several hundred; ,,_the Eda Heharedit and the Aguda
tens of tho~sands each.
These four concentric circles of' similar
haredi Jews followed one after another . .. The leaders of' e~ch
group • .. were the ones to decide to widen the circles.
''Behind the 'h~ly war' lies the very mundane matter of money.
A number of Jerusalem press photographers can personally attest to
how the photo industry burgeoned after the events of the past few
days, with . members of di:fferent sects competing to buy photos · qf
their heroic actions, :for good money, for the purpose of sendin~
them to their . supporters and financial backers abroad .
The entire
purpose was to ensure the continued flow of d~llars to their
impoverished treasuries."
Ha'are.tz writes in its editorial of June 6: "The campaign
against the posters is but a new, not entirely unexpected, • phase
in the broader struggle that has been gnawing away at Israeli .
society .
President (Chaim] Herzog was absolutely correct when he ·
said recently that relations between the haredim and the secular
[Jews] in Israel were worse than those between Arabs and Jews in
the capital
[Jerusalem] .... Most researchers· [of Israeli social
tensions concur]
that this is perhaps the moat intense of the
various confrontations that beset Israel, and that it will in all
likelihood get worse as the Jewish ethnic confrontation
[between
Ashkenazi ("European" ) and Sephardi ( "Oriental") Jews]
continues
to subside.
"Many things bother the haredim: what the average Israeli
eats: how he spends his Friday nights; his desire to travel on the
Sabbath with his :family on inexpensive public transportaion;
what
the Israeli
woman wears.
Gradually,
haredi
violence
is
penetrating to all walks of life.
There is absolutely no reason
for the secular public to believe haredi politicians who claim
that the whole fight
is just about safeguarding their way of
life ... Israel is home to many different communities, who are each
entitled to [live according to] their different life-styles.
None

',.. ·~
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- 3o~ the targets of the brutar haredi attacks· could justify

denying
those groups their rights. · The fact is that the haredim are
determined to J:mpose their way of l i.fe over the secular comrnuni ty.
"There is always the temptation to empathize with the haredim
.who. rise up in . arms when such posters are put up in their
qua~ters.
But
that. o~ course.
is not the problem.
For th~
~6rushes and t~ei~ · . ilk . [s~e p. ·11 will never be satisfied with
su.c h examples of secular understanding.
They will always e.xtend
their torching and t~ashin~ outside the confines of .·thei~ own
quarters. for t .heir goal. is · to dictate their own way · of lif·e
to
othe~s rather than merely to defend their own.
"It will not worK in other parts of the country
in Petah
Tikva. Haifa, Tel Aviv and even in Jerusalem -- where there is
al.ready a counter-struggle to ensure the principles of life
without coercion.
It will be a difficult and protracted . struggle,
· but one that should not be shirked.
The trouble is that the
police, whose function i t is to treat such predators as they· treat
ali other common criminals. have not proved up to the task.
Toe
secular. public must learn to understand that this · is a crucial
strug~le for
the future chare:cter · of Israel.
That perception
should spur them. on to take part in the struggle ~Y all legal and
appropriat~ means.
Secular passivity in the face of brutal harecti
aggressiveness can mean the beginning of defeat in that battle."
Ma'ariv writes in its editorial on June 5: "The destruction
of public Property is an offense,
and those found guilty qf it
shoul.d be m·a de to pay the price.
When the perpetrators are pa:t>t
of a nationwide campaign -- as in the present case --= the hared.!
irash~I'S and ' their supporters should be treated even more severly .
When the campaign goes peyond the confines of the haredi areas, i t
is doubly reprehen~ible, as is the support of the ~abbis and
1a~ger ~ircles of the hared! community.
"Such a
phenomenon cannot be confronted bY merely routine
action.
It is thus surprising that the police have so far
failed to enforce the law in these cases.
It is all the more
surprising that ~enior police officers are trying to take the easy
way out by pleading with the likes of Knesset Member Porush and · by
urging the advertising companies to remove their posters so· as not
to enrage the haredim.
po~ice

"It is the function of the police to impose the law eQually
on all and not to seek to mollify those who declare themselves in
opposition to the law.
We believe that it is high time to put an
end
to
the
lawlessness
of
the
haredim
and
to
the
self-restr~int ... [of the police]."
editor-ial of
The Je:t>usalem . P?st writes in its June
proposals supported by Prime Minister Sh inion Peres for the
establishment of a
forum between religious and secular Israelis
that would facilitate' a. · rapprochement between the two communr'ties:
"Unders~anding,
to most
of the
· Orthodox community,
means
non-Orthodox acceptance of the natural monopoly of Orthodoxy as
the only legitimate and authentic expression of Judaism.
The
Jewish culture of the secular is disdainfully rejected as,
by

-4definition. not Jewish and hardly a cu1ture.
The haredim are not
fighting to shelter their own quarter from the blight of obscenity
(for i t is hermetically sealed to outsiders). but to . save the
souls of· the uninstructed secular. and to remake Jerusalem in
their own image.
It is a mitzva -- a
virtuous deed -- they are
performing. so the haredi 'court of justice' h·as: ruled.
"The chie~ rabbis of Israel, with their seat in jerusalem,
have shrugged off such hooliganism as the work of an unruly and
insignificant . minority.
but
have had scarcely
a
word
of
condemnation for the perpetrat9rs, even after the massive b~rning
and daubing outbtirsi of the past few days ... ahd neither ~ave the
three orthodox government ministers who conceived the joint forum.
One of them, Rabbi Yitzhak Peretz, the Minister of Interior,
in
fact sprang into action over the last weekend to obtain the
release of one of the daubers arrested by the police.
"Before there is any hope of rapprochement between the two
conununities. - Orthodox leaders must themselves accept tha~ i t ·Will
never be achieved without abandonment of any effort at ~eligious
coercion, and without the appreciation of the fact that -- to the
ndn-Orthodox .-- individual freedom is a value in its own right,
and not merely a synonym for licentiousness."
~adav

Shragai writes in Ha'aretz
(June 6) that in the midst
the escalation in tempers "it comes as somewhat of a
~urprise that other
voices are bein~ heard, too,
in the haredi
camp.
They are still very few (those of Haifa's Sephardi Chief
Rabbi Bakshi-Doron, Rabbi Shau1 Israeli of the Supreme Rabbinical
Council, and former Agudat Israel Knesset Member Rabbi Ya'acov
Gross). and they are bein~ directed inward to the haredi camp
itse+f, rather than to the general public.
They are not · the
voices of the current political or spiritual leadership -- such as
[Sephardi Chief _Rabbi] Ovadia Yosef and Rabbi Eliezer Shach
[see
p. 1] -- but they have elicited echoes in the haredi camp.
of all

"Rabbi Bakshi-Doren has has called to 'consider well the
seeking of a confrontation with the seculars, for i t might bring
on tragic consequences, and possibly even prevent the drawing
close of the secular public to the Holy Torah.'
Bakshi-Doren says
there are many reasons for the secular public's hatred for
Judaism,
'but we
cannot deny our
responsibility in
that
matter .• .. It is in our hands to avoid hatred.
Much depends on our
attitudes to the secular public.
The basic principle should be
that we should not invite a counter- reaction by our publications
and by the atmosphere that we create.
We can achieve the same
goals in regard to the things we consider positive and desirable
by presenting them in a pleasant manner to the secular publ ic.
Of
course. there is always the alternative of presenting them in a
way that will
lead to a
back1ash.
It is a heavy resposibility
that we bear.'"
Shragai concludes: "The beginnings of this seeming change in
the haredi camp would seem to be more tactical than substantive .
But one should not forget
that tne solitary individuals who · have
dared sound such voices in the hared! camp are very much part of
the people at
large and are not interested
in burning their
bridges to them."
(Edited by Harry Milkman)
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date June 2.3 , 1986

a.

to James Rudin

c

from M. oernard Resnikoff
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\~hen Ya'acov Pnini returned to Israel he told me about his meeting
with you and your declared in t ention of writing AJC chapters and
units that t hey can now deal directl y with the Israel office with
re s pec t t o any groups that might be corning.

I would appre c i a t e you sending me a copy of that letter plus any

kinq of c:nmm1?:1 t :;:ir y that you wi?;h to ~dd.

Many t hanks and regards.

cc Marc Tanenbaum/George Gruen ,/
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LATIN AMERICAN CONCLAVE ASSAILS
TREATMENT OF JeNS IN SOVIET UNION
By David Harris

'Faith And Commitment Required'

The Conference received a message of solidarity
from the administration of Argentine President Raoul
.
(Editor's Note: David Harris is deputy director
A lfonsin. A prominent Argentine journalist1 .Luis
of the,_American Jewish Committee's International
Pan; told the gathering, "Maybe the srowi~ democ
Re lations Deportment.)
ratization sweeping Latin America wi II prove contagious and even reach the borders of the Soviet
.
BtJENOS AIRES, June 4 (JTA) - Delegates
Union, permitting those who seek to leave to be acfrom II nations most of them non-Jews disti~uished
corded
this basic international human right. 11 Pon,
in the ;politicaf and intellectual life of their countries, joined in a strong condemnation of the Soviet .. who is presiden~ of the Argentine Committee for Soviet Jewry, added, 'We know that miracles do hap-.
Union s policies toward its Jewish citizens at the
pen, but faith and commitment ore required. 11
Latin American Conference on Soviet Jewry / which
Sergio Nudelstejer, secretary genera I of the
ended a four-day session here last week.
.
Conference
and the American Jewish Committee's
.
The delegates unanimously approved a final
director
for
Central America, stres5ed that "Only .
document denouncing the deeline of Jewish emigrawith
non-Jewish
support .can the advocacy movement
tion from the USSR, and the increased repression of
in
Latin
Arnerica
Jews comprise less than
1where
· Jewish religious and cultural activities, especially
1
5001000
of
the
re9ion
s
500 million people, have an
the unremitting campaign against Hebrew teachers.
rea I impact. "
·
.
The conference called on democratic member
S
peckers
at
the
Conference
included-Enrique
states of the United Nations and signatories of the
Torijo, Vi.ce President of Uruguay; Adolfo Perez
Helsinki Final Act to raise these issues with Soviet
Esquival, ·1900 Nobel Prize laureate and a human
~fficials at every possible opportunity. .
·
:
rights activist; Father Beniamin Nunez, founding
The delegates who attended the conference will
director of Christian-Jewish Understanding in Costa
submit the document to their respective government
Rica; and Mark Drashinsky, a former refusenik and
leaders'with urgent requests to intercede with Soviet
Hebrew teacher who has been living in Israel since
authorities on behalf of Soviet Jews·.
1985.
They represent Argentina, Brazil, Colombia,
The Conference announced that its next meetCosta Rica, Ecuador, Guatema la, Mexico, Panano,
.
ing
will
be.held in Brazil in 1988, m:irking the 25th .
Peru, Uruguay and Venezuela. Among the delegates
anniversary
of its founding.
were three former ministers af education, a former f1
eign minister, prominent members of parliaments,
hum:m :rights activists and leaders of Jewish communi
ties in South American and Central American countries.

Jerusale~ May 27, 1986
Ref. : 7-510-1

EVERYMAN'S BET-MIDRASH
Backgrnund
Given the complexity of modern life, the fulfil!JP~nt of Zionism and
the establishment of the State of Israel, the Jewish people is called upon
to seek new existential solutions to the question of its identity.
The question of the national identity of the Jewish people is also ·
the question of the identity and self-identification of the individual Jew
- both in Israel and in the diaspora. Unable to find an answer to the
problem of Jewish identity, the individual l oses his sense of_ identity and
his sense of rnembersl":lip in the cormnunity. At this point there commences. a .·. , ····-~·
process of the alienation of the individual from the Jewish community and ·· ,;.·. ·
society. I t is to this problem that Everyman' s Bet-Midrash addres·ses
.. :-··~. ~ ~itself.

. ~·.

The challenge of modern society has created dialectic patterns . i.n
life styles, behavioral values and their modern interpretation -- which .are
not exclusively a part of the classic Jewish way of life. Hence~ it is
self-evident that there is no one solution, no unique model that will
provide a comprehensive answer to the whole set of problems. Rather, .we _must
find a "sheaf of solutions", through the establishment of a center for the
implementation of programs pluralistic in nature, in order to provide/' an
immediate answer to these challenges. It is for this purpose that Ever~n's :
Bet-Micirash has been established.
Everyman's Bet-Midrash was conceived to develop a system of programs
to cope with the problem of modern Jewish identity -- in Israel and the
diaspora . Its aim is to provide an immediate and topical answer to the
I
identity crisis being experienced by each and every Jew in Israel and the
diaspora. Everyman's Bet-Midrash seeks to create an educational synthes~f
~
between the wealth of Jewish sources and the chall~nges of modern times an~
culture -- a synthesis that will meet the present existential needs of · the
Jewish people.
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Working Principles
1.

First premise: It is impossible to conduct a true dialogue without a common kno'f.'.ledge basis,· shared by the partners to the dialogue. In
Israel, the Jewish sources have been appropriated by certain distinct
groups, removing broad sectors within Israeli society from participation
in Jewish creativ_ity. I t is the aim of. Everyrnan's Bet-Midrash to extend
the field of Jewish knowledge and information to those sectors of the
population to whom the Jewish sources are inaccessible. The approach of
the Bet-Midrash is to provide · information purely for the sake of
. learning, and not to label the students with social stereotypes and
biases.

2. · Second premise: The method of teaching and the imparting of material
will be based wholly on the principle of "educational pluralism"
namely, it is impossible to preach a theory of pluralism and social
tolerance without actually maintaining pluralistic methods of lea.ming
and communication.
The programs of the Bet-Midrash reflect a very broad range of Jewish
subjects and a wide spectnnn of lecturers representing all views and
outlooks prevailing today within the Jewish people, cooperating in the
teaching process, each according to hi"s own understanding.
3.

Third premise: There is no "instant" Judaism. The existential problems
of contemporary Jewry cannot be solved instantly or by immediate and
unequivocal answers. The complexity -of modern life in gen~ral, and of
Jewish identity in particular, require prolonged and in-depth search and
clarification.
Everyman's Bet-Midrash will create the dynamics of a common search, of
joint questioning, and the presentation of various models of solution an
synthesis . Each participant will acquire the tools and the information
necessary in ord~r to decide, for himself, what form of Jewish life he ·
wi 11 choose .

- 3

Programs
Below are several programs whi ch will be implemented in the
(within 3 months of the opening of the Bet-Midrash).
A.

first stage

Coµrses
1.

The Bible· - Personal Views.
A ~ourse in .the study of the Bible given by a select group of
lecturers and public figures, who will present to the students
selected chapters from the Bible, and interpret them in light of
their personal understanding. Each lecturer will give three lessons.
Duration of the course - one year.
The lecturers will include:
Dr. Yosef Burg (Minister of Religions).
Dr. Israel Eldad (philosopher and representative of the
nationalist revisionist school of thought).
Pro.f . Yeshayahu Leibowitz (religious thinker representing the
dovish political outlook).
Shulamit Hareven (writer and essayist).

2.

Messianism and Zionism.
The course will deal with the relationship between the Jewish
~ational revival (Zionism) and the sources · of Jewish messianism
which for generations upheld the vision of redemption and the return
to the land. This, in effect, is the basis for the tension between
.the religious and secular worldviews, and between Zionism and
messianism. The course is designed to provide the students tools
with to help them understand the social tensions in Israel.
Among the lecturers:
Rabbi Yael Bin Nun (one of the leaders of Gush Emunim).
Prof. Avi Revitsky (one of the founders and leaders of Netivot
Shalom).

3.

Judaism - Between Mysticism and Rationalism.
A basic course in understanding the tension existing within Judaism,

from its beginnings, between the realistic course of
"leaps" of mysticism and Kabbalah.

life and

the

4

4~

Jewish Narrative Prose.
In. the course of a year, a systematic analysis will be made of the
forms of Jewish prose: the Biblical narrative, Talmudic legends,
Midrash, the Hassidic novellas, and popular stories . ~ and their
place in modern Jewish literature.

5.

Jewish

L~terature

and Psychoanalysis.

attempt to understand the intracacies of Jewish narrative prose
in its vadous forms (see (4) above) through the tools of social
science -- psychoanalysis, along the lines of Bruno Bettelheim's:

An

"The Charm of Legends. 11

6.

The Biblical Dreams and Psychoanalysis.
analysis of the Biblical dreams according to the . most modern
understanding of the human world of dreams.

An

7 • . Jewish Story Hour.
A special program

for children, in which Biblical stories and
rabbinic legen9s will be told to childr:en by the best of the popular
story-tellers in Israel.

8.

Yiddish Ulpan.
out of a desire · to preserve and to restore this rich Jewish
heritage, the Yiddish ulpan will func:tion in three areas:
a. Language study ~
b. story-telling in Yiddish.
c. Yidd_ish humor.

9.

The Eternal Religion and the Religions of the World.
A sede~ of lectures designed to examine the interrelationships and
the cultucal influence of the world religions on Judaism. The secies
of lectures is built around various cultural, . historical and
religi_ous axes: the effect on religious commentary,
on
the
organiz~tional structure of the Jewish people in the
diaspora, the
evolution of halakhah, the effects on Jewish philosophy, etc.
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10.

The Creation of the World in the Religious cultures and in Judaism.
A comparative study of the stories of creation and the

art forms, as 'e xpressed in the di"fferent religions,
comparing them to the Jewish view of creation.
11.

accompanying
and their

Eschatology
history seminar in which the students will become acquainted with
eschatology, various questions concerning the end of days, and their
historical and artistic effects on the history of 'the Jewish people,
from Biblical times until the t ime of the "State of Israel .
the
beginning of redemption."

A'

B.

communications
The tremendous educational poten~ial of advanced comnrunications . has t o
date not been fully ~xploited. Thus, for example, there is not yet a
Jewish video library. Out of\ a desire to fill this vacuum, th
Bet-Midrash has begun to produce ;a "Jewish library." In cooperation with
Israeli Television, we prcx:iuced '.'The Seder Night" and "The Night. Liturgy
of Shavuot", and we plan to compiete the cycle of the Jewish year with
programs on all the Jewish holidays. The aim of the series is to present
a model of traditional Jewish ceriemonies together with timely additions.
FUture series (which are in ad~anced stages of planning for early
production) deal with thematic Je~ish study, preparation for Bar/Bat
Mitzvah, the Jewish wedding cerem0ny, and Jewish mourning ceremonies.
I

C.

Counselling Services
'
Beginning next academic year, a "~ewish
telephone service" will be run
by the Bet-Midrash, providing :answers and advice to teachers,
counsellors and students in every !area
of Jewish life .
I

o. Tourism

·.

I

In the coming tourist season, the Bet- Midrash will open its doors t o
non-Hebrew speaking tourists who are interested in a "crash course" in
the fundamentals of Judaism, Jewish concepts, contemporary Jewry, etc.
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E.

Planning and

Developme~t

Alongside our current activities, we have established a department for
planning and development. The department both furnishes the subjects for
study and defines areas of the institution's activity. It also addresses
itself to issues which arouse Jewish public opinion, with the aim of
finding and suggesting practical solutions. At present, the department
team is completing a series of revolutionary proposals for the solution
of the question of "Who is a Jew" in a manner that will be acceptable to
all currents and outlooks within Judaism.
F.

Publications
The Bet-Midrash plans to publish all the study material, as well as
selected sources, for the use of the gener,al public ~ both as written
material and in the form of audio and video cassettes.

G.

Experimental 0peration
In the course of the last year, we implemented the abovementioned ideas
and study programs in a controlled experimental fot1T1C1t. We conducted a
large number of activities within the framework of weekend mee~ings,
study evenings on specific subjects, and study tours throughout Israel,
combining sources and archeology.
To this end~ we cooperated with some of the best public institutions in
the country, including: Bet Hatefutsot, the Van Leer Institute, the
Tel-Aviv municipality, Bet Yad Lebanim, the cultural Department of the
Histadrut, the Adult Education Department and the Department for Torah
Education within the Ministry of Education,. and others.
These activities today involve more than ten thousand active menibers ,
who have already petitioned for the establishment of six more branches
of the Ope Bet-Midrash throughout the country. (However, as this is not
a profit-making institution, and we do not seek funding by any political
establishment, we cannot expand our activities to such dimensions ) .

Avraham Burg
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'~THE PREVIOUS PRESIDENT OF TiiE UNITED STATES OF N-IERICA, BENJ.AMIN FRANKLIN
IN Tl-£ SPEECH ABOUT THE JEWS SAID: 11ANYWHERE THE JEWS LIVE, THE MORAL
STANDARDS WILL DECLINE #ID TiiE ECOJ\.IO'IICAL TR.ANSACTIONS ARE CONDUCTED IN
DISHONOURABLE WAYS ••• "
'
11

o • • THEIR LACK OF t-ORALS ALWAYS PREVENT THEM FR<l-1 MOTIVATIN:; WITH DEVOTION,
t-CNEST OEALI~S .AND C(J\(FQRMITY WITH OTHERS. AN EXAMPLE OF THIS IS TiiEIR .
FINANCIAL TRANSACTION WITHJUT USURY AV()f\G THEMSELVES; WHEREAS THEY OPENLY
PRACTICE USURY WITH OTHERS. THIS LED TO DEPRIVI~ TiiE OTHERS OF THEIR
POSSESS IONS AND FINANCIAL RESOURCES ••• 11

"•.•THE JEWISH RELIGION MOTIVATES TiiEM WITH FEELlt-GS OF SUPERIORITY AND
ARRCGANT PRIDE, AND DICTATES DOCTRINES 11-lAT ARE ONLY APLICABLE AMON:; JEWS
ANO NOT TO BE APPLIED
WHEN DEALI1\G WITH OTHER CREEDS. ACCORDif\GLY (NOT TO
,
21•••
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,..... K.ILL OR NOT TO STEAL) IS MEANT NOT TO [)(f TI-iAT FOR JEWS, BUT THEY ARE
ALLOWED TO 00 SO WITH OTHERS OF OTHERS CREEDSa
THE HISTORICAL CULTURE OF THE JE'..SS IS DERIVED FRCM THEIR RELIGIOUS
DOCUMENTATION AND PRIESTS 0 lHESE ENCOURAGE EVERY SIN AND AVOID VIRTUE
AND RELATE ALL ASPECTS OF CHEAT, HYPOCRACY, INJUSTICE, AND ·SOCIAL ,AND
RELIGIOUS PERVERSIONS oo • "
.
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ISRAEL OFFICE: Rehov Elhiopia 9, Jerusolem 9S 149 .• Tel. 228862, 233SSI •Cable: Wishc:om, Jenisalem

WORKING VISIT TO

JERUSAL.EM

THURSDAYJ JULY 3 - SUNDAYJ JULY 6 1986

RABB I MARC H•. TANENBAUM ·

I

:. ,.: ':

..

..i

SCHEDULE

THURSDAY, JULY 3.
12:00 NOON

BRIEFING WITH DR, M. BERNARD
..,.._.....RESNIKOFF AT THE KING DAVID HOTEL,

i

1:15

P. M,

/' LUNCHEON WITH AMBASSADOR
_l MICHAEL ELITZUR.1 AT THE
-,:. ZIONIST CONFEDERATION HOUSEJ
YEMIN MOSHE.

...•

...

I.

FRIDAY, JULY 4
9:00 A.M.

Kt~vrf ~ G'~Q\P-.

MEET WITH DR. NIMROD NOVICK.1 .
ADVISER TO PRIME MINISTER,

'J

9:30 A. M.

MEET WITH AVRAHAM BURG, AT ...THE OFFICE OF THE PRIME MINISTER ·
KIRYAT BEN GURION.

10:3C A.M.

MEETIN,G WITH YAEL VERED,, _.,.
ADVISER,, !N CHARGE OF DIVISION
FOR RELATIONS WITH THE CHURCHES,,
FOREIGN OFFICE,, ROMEMA.

12:30 P.M .

MEETING WITH DR. DAVID KIMCHE,,
DIRECTOR GENERAL,, FOREIGN OFFICE
AND MR. MOSHE
GILBOA,, DIRECTOR,,~
.... ......
WORLD JEWISH AFFAIRS DIVISION.
(VENUE TO BE CONFIRMED)

..

'""""'"'
~~,..,.,....

SATURDAY, JULY 5

1:00 P.M,

I
J

.f

LUNCHEON AT T~E HOME OF
.
ZALMAN ABRAMOV,, 13 DISKIN STREET
(APT. 53,, TOP FLOOR),

.-

.

.....

DRAFT
Date:
To:
· From:
Subject:

Jtme 27,1986
Persons Li.s ted Below ·
George E. Gruen
Proposed Conference on Ftmdamentalism and Fanaticism in Israel
.

.

..

I finally made contact with Avraham Burg at 6:15 a.m. yesterday.

He ·

saw our draft proposal and I am stunmarizing his coD'Dilents:
1.

Format - There should be SO to 60

Israel and half from the Diaspora,

parti~ipants

altogether, half from

In addition to plenary sessions, we

should divide the group into two or three. simultaneous workshops to give
everyone a chance to participate in the discussion.
2.

Co-Sponsorship and Financial Responsibility - The Prime Minister wishes

to participate personally in the conference, .That is why Burg repeated the
suggestion that the conference go over .Shabbat, when the Prime Minister has
leisure· time. When I raised our concern that a Sabbath session would be misinterpreted as insensitivity to religious feelings, he agreed that the. con~
ference could have

i~s

fonnal opening session on Saturday nignt. He will

check with Peres about his availability on other days .

(.An obvious problem

is that the Cabinet usually meets Sunday mo11ling.)

With regard to financial matters, he has not yet checked into how much
money the Prinle Minister's

off~ce

can make available. His own feeling was

that it was best not to raise _the money out of the
.

~finistry' s

regular budget,

JJin;)~¥"1'17

but he will try to find a sponsor 1::i:ke Stephen and Liliane Shalom

1n

Israel

to pick up the Israelis• share of the expenses. · He suggested we do likewise .
Among the expenses that they would have to consider are:

1) Acconunodations
more
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for the participants, 2)
proceedings, and 3)
of
out/the conference.

facilities for recording and transmitting the

an edited sLU11111ary and possibly a book that would come
He did not explicitly mention

trav~l

expenses for

overseas participants and possible honoraria for major papers.
He said that since we have had much more experience in organizing conferences, he

~ould

like us to .prepare an estimated budget and FAX it to

the Jerusalem office and transmit it to him. ·
He

such as

said that ideally he would like all the major Jewish organizations,
~he

World Jewish Congress and the American Jewish Camnittee to be

co-sponsors, but he knows that would be difficult.
I said to him that this would not be the kind of serious discussion we
had in mind, but would become like the meetings of the Presidents' Conference
since we would have to .overload the participants with organizational representatives.

I said that we wanted to be the major Diasi)ora co-sponsor and

we would be willing to have invitations extended to key persons of stature
from some other organizations, as we in fact did in our two conferences of
the task force that .met in Jerusalem in the nlid-70's.

I noted that we had

already placed Morris Abram and Theo Klein on our suggested list of participants.

Other individuals such as E4gar Bronfman might certainly

als~

be

invited.
3.

Nature of the Participants - For reasons that are inexplicable to me,

and contrary to the explicit instructions we had sent to Israel, Burg received our first list with Israeli names on it

~had

not seen our revised

purely Diaspora list.. His reaction was that if we want a real discussion
and have persons of ability, you don't need someone like Avraham Harman
and Zevulun ·Hammer could not be the only Cabinet member participating.
more
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We agreed with him fully on concentrating on persons of intellectual
stature and that we purposely 1ntended to provide him with a list of only
Diaspora names in order to give him first crack at compiling a list of
I then read him our r~vised list of Diaspora parti6i-

Israeli participants.

pants. He agreed with nearly all the names except for some which were not
familiar to him.

He also suggested four additional names which I have in-

eluded on the attached copy.
4. Agenda - He suggested foeusing more explicitly on the sources of extremism

and fanaticism.

One missing ingredient in our proposai was a discussion of

the role of media reporting in stinrulating extremism. He felt that. we shou_ld
have a session dealing with the roots of fundamentalism, including traditional
Messianism and how it was interpreted today and its t:ffec:t on current Messianic movements.

I mentioned to him Ehud Sprinzak's study on Gush Erra.mim,

which .deals specifically with these issues. He said he had not yet seen it.
He also wanted us to

exami~e

the relationship of what he called fundamental

issues and ·fundamentalist reactions·. For_example, he felt that the Shoah was
such a fundamental :iss.ue as was for non-Jews the fear ·of the atomic bomb . .

He

.

.

agreed with me that there were .other factors such as the Six Day War among

Jews, disillusionment with the promises of modernity and materialism and the
lack of clear values and standards among Muslims

an~

some Western Christians.

We both agreed that this conference should be seen as_the beginning of a
process of serious discussion and analysis and search for solutions rather
than a one-shot affair.
J

also stressed to him the need for nailing the details of the conference

down very _q uickly because the kind of impor~ant persons we wish to invite
more

'

.
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need to be given time to keep the dates open on their calendars.
He promised to give us an outline in writing of the way he would
structure the conference as well as answers to the questions noted above
as quickly as possible.
GEG:mr
- Enc.

P.S.

I've already asked Bert Gold and he has infonnally· agreed to give
us his thinJ<ing on a realistic budget for this conference.

Tanenbaum will be seeing Burg on July 3rd: or 4th.
additional specifics by
I~rael

~en,

office in 'Jerusalem . .

Marc

If we have

I can FAX them to him via the

./ Morris
/

t/ Isaac Lewin

·~brarn

/

Bernard Lewis

Bella Abzug

Robert J. Lifton

L-

j Robert Alter
/sol Linowitz
I

Hare Angel

'

i,,J' Hartin

I

!.,

~askel

./

~ Edward Asner

Lookstein
Peretz

L.e tty Cottin-Pogrebin ·
/

~Alan Dershowltz

Halm Potok

~smar

lo(' Stuart E. Eizenstat

Schorsch

/ :·Stephen Shalom

v" Leonard Fein
./

v!'w1111am F·r ankel

Lllla~e

Shalom

(London)
(. Mos.he Sherer

Tom Friedman
/
/

Charles E. Silberman

Nathan Glazer
·/

~Alf~ed Gottschalk

Ady Steg

(Paris)

../' Helen Suzman

(South Africa)

v/"

(Madrid)

~

v""'v1tzhak· Greenberg

.

Samuel Toledano

-.!'e1u Greenberg
' /.Elie Wiesel

Rita Hauser

.,

. Michael WalYzer

'2

/Ben Halpern

Louts Henkin

\/ Immanuel Jakobovl ts

(England)

./ lsrael Klabin

(Brazil)

. / Theo Klein

v

Leon Wleseltier

j

Ruth Wi'sse

/

Herman Wouk

~

Tullia Zevi

(Paris)
V" Mortimer Zuckerman

( , Arthur Krim

~Yehuda Krinsky
/

Norman Lanm

/

Primo Levi

vJ'Emanuel Levlnas
8869-(IR0-8) Ism

(Italy)
(Par.ts)
6/20/86

(Rome)
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Institute of Human Relations
165 East 56th Street
New York, NY 10022

A Weekly Review of the Israeli. Press by the Israel Off ice of The American ·Jewish Committee

A !!fil1 PHASE .lli ISRAEL'S RELIGIOUS

~

(Press Summary - June 12, 1986 )
The long- simmering feud be~ween Israel's Orthodox and secular
Jews erupted on June 11 when a Tel Aviv synagog~e was set afire in
retaliation for the bu~ning of bus shelters by u l tra-Orthodox Jews
who consider the shelters' advertisements to be obscene.
A note
affixed to t~e door of the syna~ogue, signed by the "People
Against the Ultra-Religious" read in Hebrew,
"We will burh a
synagogue for every bus shelter set ablaze."
· over the past half year.
well over 50 modern · bus stop
shel. ters displaying large ·i lluminated adver.tising posters have
been vand~lized by ultra-Orthodox zealots (called "ha~edim." lit .•
"pious ones" ) in Jerusalem and in Bnei Brak, the largely haredi
suburb of Te'.l. Aviv.
Over 30 were torched or · otherwise totally
distroyed; the rest were defaced with black spray paint .
Most of
them, but not all, showed scantily-clad female models in bathing
suits.
The haredim . cl.aimed that they were deepiy offended by this
display of "immoral nudity" in public.
The individual cases of such attacks have now turned into an
organized campaign which has spread from the haredi neighborhood
of Mea Shearim in Jerusalem to clearly secular neighborhoods in
Jerusalem.
Tel Aviv and Petah Tikva.
Evidence of the · new
organized phase of the campaign came las~ week when the rabbi of
th~ Kiryat
Shalom quarter of Te1 Aviv was apprehended by the
police as he was spray-painting a
bus shelter.
Rabbi Eliezer
- Shach, who is the spiritual mentor of both the "Lithuanian
y·~shiva" wing of ····the haredi Agudat Israel party and of the new
Sephardi haredi party , Shas (Sephardi Torah Guardians). also came
out in favor of such actions.
One of the two Agudat Israel
Knesset members,
Menachem Porush, declared that he personally
wou1d also take part in the defacing of the offending posters.
It
was reported that he was persuaded not to do so by the police .
The competing hared! dailies and weeklies outdid each other in
urging the campa·ign to proceed.
on the evening of June 7.
haredim in Bnai Brak hung posters
read: "Our brothers in Jerusalem are fighting a hol~ war.
Will we -sit back quiet lY here in Bnei Brak. where one of the
advertising f~rms responsible for the abomination is
located?
Every G-d-fearing Jew ~ust come out to protest against the Abboudi
advert-ising firm which is desecrating the Holy Name."

~hich

On the following day, thousands of Bnai Brak haredim joined
in a public rally and marched on the premises of the allegedly
offending company.
On the way. they attac.ked passing motorists at

-2-

random,
and called a
number of' secular female
passers-by
"prostitutes" and "shikses."
Acco:r>ding to news reports,
the
police did not enter Bnei Brak during the whole course of the
rioting.
The 1evel of' frenzy to which the campaign has reached is
evidenced by the fact
that the Abboudi company was attacked
although, in fact,
i t was not responsible for the of fending
posters and that the posters now being destroyed and defaced
include innocuous ones f'or El Al and mayonnaise. among others,
in
which no women appear. ·
Nadav Shragai,
one of Israel's few media experts on the
hared! community and its internal workings, writes in Ha'aretz on
June 6 that - the ·campaign began nearly a year ago when a
splinter
group of Natorei Kart a
("Defenders of the City")
zeal.o ts in
Jerusalem, headed by a Rabbi Katznelboigen,
began attacking the
"arrog·ant posters"." . His example was followed by the main body of
Natorei Karta headed by Rabbi Uri Blau, and then by the ~arger Eda
Heharedit ("Pious Community"), and finally by the even J,arger
Agudat Israel party.
Shragai writes:
"Katznelboigen has
several scores
of
adherents; Blau, seve~al hundred;· ~the Eda Heharedit and the Aguda
tens of thousands each.
These four concentric circles of' similar
hared! Jews followed one after another ... The leaders of each
group ..• were =the ones to decide to widen the circles.
"Behind the 'holy war' lies the very mundane matter of' money.
A number of' Jerusalem press photographers can personally attest to
how the photo industry bur~eoned after the events of' the past few
days, with members of different sects competing to .buy photos · q:f'
their heroic actions, for good money, for the purpose of . se~ding
them _to their . supporters and financial. backers abroad.
T_h e entire
purpose was to ensure the continued flow of dollars
to their
impove_r i shed treasuries. "
Ha 1 aretz writes in its editorial of' June 6: "The ce.mpa.isi;n
against the posters is but a new, not entirely unexpected.
phase
in the broader struggle that has been gnawing away at israeli
society.
President (Chaim] Herzog was absolute1y correct _ when he
said recently ·that relations between the haredim and the secular
[Jews] in Israel were worse than those between Arabs and Jews in
the capital
[~erusalem] . • .. Most
researchers [of' Israe1i soqial
tensions concur]
that this is perhaps the most intense of the
various confrontations that beset Israel. and that i t wi11 in all
likelihood get worse as the Jewish ethnic confrontation
[between
Ashkenazi ("European") and Sephar4i ("Oriental") .Jews)
continues
to subside.
"Many things bother - the haredim: what the average Israeli
eats: how he spends his Friday nights; his desire to travel on the
Sabbath with his ·f.amily on inexpensive publi'c transportaion;
what
the Israeli
woman wears.
Gradually,
haredi
vio1ence
is
penetrating to all walks of life.
There is absolutely no reason
for the secular public to believe hared! politicians who claim
that the whole fight is just about safeguardin_g their way of
life . . . Israel is home to.many different communities, who are each.
entitled to [live according to] their different life-styl.es.
None

...

.~

'-

-..
-3of the

tar~ets of the brutal haredi attacks could justify
denying
groups their rights.
The fact is that the haredim are.
determined to ~mpose their way of life over the. secular ·c·omm~ni ~Y.

th~se·

.

.

"There is always the temptation to empathize with .the haredim
who ~ise • UP in arm~ when such posters are pu~ up in thei~
quart~rs.
But that, of course.
is not the problem.
For _ the
Porushes
and
their
·.
ilk
[see·
p.
1)
will
never
be
satisfi~d
with .
.
.
.
. .
such ex~p~e.~ of secular understanding. · They will alway~ ·extend
their torching and trashing outside the confines of i~ei~ own
quarters. for their goal
is t .o dictate their own _w ay of life to
others rather than merely to defend their own.
"It will not work in other parts of the country -- in . Petah
Tikva, Haifa, Tel Aviv and even in Jerusalem -- where there · is
already a
co~nter-struggle
to ensure the principles of life
without coercion.
It will be a difficult and protracted . struggle,
but one that should not be shirked.
The trouble is that the
police, whose ~unction i t is to treat such predators as they treat
all other common criminals, have not proved up to the task.
The
secular public must learn to understand that this is a
crucial
struggle for the future character.:·-·,C?f Israel.
That perception
should spur them on to take part in the stru~gle by all
legal and
appropriate means.
Secular passivity in the face of brutal hared!
aggressiveness can mean the beginning of defeat in that battie.''
Ma'ariv writes in its editorial on June 5: "The destruction
of public Property is an qffense.
and those found guilty of it
should be made to pay the price.
When the perpetrators are part
of a nationwide campaign -- as in the present case -- the ·haredi
trashers and their supporters should be treated even more severly.
When the . campaign goes ~eyond the confines of the hared! areas. it
is doubly reprehensible, as is the support of the ~abbis and
larger circles of the haredi community.
"Such a
phenomenon cannot be confronted by merely routine
police action.
It is thus surprisin~ that the police have so far
failed to enf'orce the l.aw in these cases.
It is all t .he more
surprising that senior police officers are trying to take the easy
way out by pleading with the likes of Knesset Member Porush and bY
urging the advertising companies to .remove their posters so as not
to enrage the haredim.
"It is the function of the police to impose the law equally
on all and not to seek to mollify those who d~clare themselves in
oppos·i tion to the law.
We believe that i t is high time to put an
haredim
and
· to
the
end
to
the
lawlessness
of
the
self-rest~aiht ... [o~ the ~ol{ce]."
~
Jerusalem Post writes in its June 4 editor-ial of
proposals supported by Prime Minister Shimon ~eres for the
establishment of a
forum between religious and secular Israelis
that would facilitate a rapprochement between the two communi'ties:
"Understanding.
to most
of the
Orthodox community,
means
non-Orthodox acceptan~e of the natural monopoly of Orthodoxy as
the only legitimate and authentic expression of Judaism.
The
Jewish culture of the secular is disdainfully rejected as,
by

- udefin i tion. not Jewish and hardly a culture.
The haredim are not
fighting to shelter their own Quarter from the blight of obscenitY.
(for i t is hermetically sealed to outsiders), but to save the
souls of the . uninstructed secular, and to remake Jerusalem in
their own image.
It is a mitzva -- a
virtuous deed -- they are
performing, so the haredi 'court of' justice' has ruled.
ttThe chief rabbis of Is~ael , with their seat in Jerusalem,
have shrtl gged off' such hooliganism as the work of an unruly and
insignificant minority,
but
have had scarcely
a word
of'
condemnation for the perpetrators, even after the massive burning
and daubing outburst of' the past few days . . . and neither have the
three Orthodox government · ministers who c onceived the joint forum .
One of' them, Rabbi Yitzhak Peretz, the Minister of' Interior,
in
fact sprang into action over the last weekend to obtain the
release of' one of' the daubers arrested by the police.
"Before there is any hope of' rapprochement between the two
communities, Orthodox leaders must themselves accept that it ·Will
never be achieved without abandonment of' any effort a t
religious
coerc ion, and without the appreciation of the fact that -- to the
non-Orthodox -- individual freedom is a value in its own right,
and not merely a synonym f'or licentiousness."
Nadav Shragai writes in Ha'aretz
(June 6) that in ~he midst
of' all the escalation in tempers "it comes · as somewhat of' a
surprise that other voices are being heard, too,
in the haredi
camp.
They are still very few (those of' Haifa's Sephardi Chief
Rabbi Bakshi-Doron, Rabbi Shaul Israeli of' the Supreme Rabbinical
Council, and former Agudat Israel Knesset Member Rabbi . Ya'acov
Gross), and they are being directed inward to the . hared! camp
~tself,
rather than to the general public.
They are not · the
voices of' the current political or spiritual leadership -- such as
[Sephardi Chief Rabbi] Ovadia Yosef and Rab~i Eliezer Shach
[see
p. 1] -- but they have .elicited echoes in the hared! camp.
"Rabbi Bakshi - Doron has has called to 'consider well the
seeking of a confrontation with the seculars, tor it might bring
on tragic consequences. and possibly even prevent the drawing
close of' the secular public to the Holy Torah.'
Bakshi-Doron says
there are many reasons for the secular public's hatred for
Judaism,
'but we
cannot deny our
responsibility in
that
matter .... It is in our hands to avoid hatred.
Much depends on our
attitudes to the secular public.
The basic principle should be
that we should not invite a counter-reaction by · o~r publications
and by the atmosphere that we create.
We can achieve the same
goals in regard to the things we consider positive anq desirable
by presenting them in a pleasant manner to the secular . public.
Of
course, there is always the alternative of presenting them in a
way that will lead to a . backlash.
It is a heavy resposibility
that we bear.'"
Shragai concludes: "The beginnings of this seeming change in
the hared! camp wou l d seem to be more tactical than substantive.
But one should not forget that the solitary individuals who ~ have
dared sound such voices in the hared! camp are very much part of
the people at
large and are not interested in burning their
bridges to them . "
(Edited by Harry Milkman }
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STATEMENT OPPOSING RESORT TO VIOLENCE

As representatives of major religious bodies of American Jewry, ~ join
together in expressing our grave concern, outrage and sadness over the resort
to violence on th.e part of militant elements in both the religious and secular
sectors of Israeli society.
We are cognizant of the deep differences regarding Jewish law, tradition
and belief that divide Jews today both in Israel and in the Diaspo.r a. These in
turn result in differences in practice and lifestyle, some of which one group or
another may find unacceptable.
In such a heterogenous and pluralistic society it is difficult to demand
that everyone love his neighbor as himself. But as Hillel so wisely formulated
it, the minimal guideline for coexistence and survival ls that "what is hateful
to you, do not do unto your neighbor."
In practical terms this means giving due consideration to the feelings of .
others and exercising self-restraint • .
We therefore deplore provocative actions that have violated Jewish
. religious sensibilities regarding "modesty in dress" in places of worship and in
traditionally Orthodox neighborhoods. But insensitivity on the part of secularists to religious observance cannot be a justification for religious zealots,
or any other persons, taking the law into their own hands and carrying out acts
of intimidation and of destruction of public or private property. Jewish ethics
and democratic ideals do .not sanction the resort to extra-legal violence as
instrtunents for enforcing public piety. Moreover, such measures only exacerbate
tensions and arouse enmity for Jewish tradition among the non-observant.
Teaching, preaching and personal examples of pious practice are the .only
legitimate and ultimately the only effective means of persuasion; violence and
coercion are not.
By the same token, it ls nothing short of bigotry ·and hooliganism to carry
out acts of reprisals against synagogues or institutions of Torah study. Over
and above our repudiation of their acts of physical violence, we are especially
horrified that Jews could engage in acts historically associated with antiSemites. Tearing up holy prayer books and sacred Bibles, desecrating tefillin
and the Arks of the Law, and def acing synagogue buildings with swastikas are
unbearable to Jews of conscience and memory throughout the inhabited world.
We call upon all elements of Israeli society and of world Jewry to repudiate these mindless resorts to violence and hatred, as well as the religious
and secular fanaticism which have incited them. We urge all Jews to join in
supporting Israeli Prime Minister Shimon Peres and Deputy P~ime Minister and
Foreign Minister Yitzhak Shamir in their appeals for a cessation of physical
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violence and the undertaking of major efforts to promote moderation, tolerance
and mutual respect. The precious democracy that Israel has forged must not be
allowed to become hostage to irrationality and uncontrolled passions.
The Jewish people have survived over 4,000 years and across some thirty
civilizations because at crucial moments of Jewish history the core values of
Ahavat Yisrael ("Love of one Jew for another") and serise of mutual responsibility have dominated Jewish consciousness. At this critical hour in Israel and
in the Diaspora it is urgent that the entire Jewish people return to these
sacred principles of mutual love and respect, the keystone of Jewish survival.
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